What is CULTURE for us?

“Inside ourselves we are all the same, culture is the only one that
makes the difference!”- as Confucius said.
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When we talk about culture, what first springs to mind is a society’s culture as opposed to other ones. So
it is about the way of thinking, the customs, the dressing style, the etiquette, the canons of beauty, the
cultural values, the way of doing things, etc.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS
What is culture for me?
1. What languages do you speak?
2. What music do you listen to? What dances do you know?
3. What foods do you eat at home?
4. In your family, what is considered polite and what
is considered rude? What manners have you been
taught? (Think about such things as table manners,
behavior toward guests in your home, what to say when
answering the telephone, how to say thanks for a meal.)
5. What do you wear on special occasions?
6. How often do you see your extended family (for
example, grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins)?
What role do they play in your life?
7. What holidays and ceremonies are important in your
family?
8. Describe something very important to you. It could be
a value, such as respect or honesty. It could be a person,
such as a parent, brother, sister, or friend. It could be a
goal, such as going to college or designing a website. It
could be a hobby.
9. Based on what you’ve written, how would you describe
the characteristics of the culture you’re a part of?
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National Symbols

The Flag of Romania
(Romanian: Drapelul României) is a tricolour with vertical

stripes: beginning from the flagpole, blue, yellow and
red, these colors found on late 16th century royal
grants of Michael the Brave, as well as shields and
banners representing Romanians everywhere. During
the Wallachian uprising of 1821 these colors composed
the revolutionaries’ flag and for the first time a recorded meaning was attributed to them:
“Liberty (sky-blue), Justice (field yellow), Fraternity (blood red)”.
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National Anthem
Deşteaptă-te, române!

It was written and published during the 1848 revolution and was first sung in late June in the same
year in the city of Brașov, being immediately accepted as the revolutionary anthem. Since then, this song,
which contains a message of liberty and patriotism, has been sung during all major Romanian conflicts,
including during the 1989 anti-Ceauşist revolution. In 1989 it became the national anthem, replacing the
communist-era national anthem „Trei culori” („Three colors”

The Coat of arms of Romania

The golden aquila holding an Orthodox cross is the symbol of Latinity and
a heraldic bird of the first order symboling courage. The shield on
which it is placed is azure, symbolising the sky. The eagle holds
in its talons the insignia of sovereignty: a mace and a sword, the
latter reminding of Moldavia’s ruler, Stephen the Greatwhereas
the mace reminds of Michael the Brave, the first unifier of the
Romanian Principalities. On the bird’s chest there is a quartered
escutcheon with the symbols of the historical Romanian provinces
(Wallachia,Moldavia, Transylvania, Banat and Oltenia but also Dobrogea).

National Day

Great Union Day (Romanian: Ziua Marii Uniri, also called Unification
Day) occurring on December 1, is the national holiday of Romania. It
commemorates the assembly of the delegates of ethnic Romanians held
in Alba Iulia, which declared the Union of Transylvania with Romania.

Romanian traditions

Christmas

In Romania, the winter holiday season is truly in full-swing from Dece
ective eves. The most important feature of these celebrations is their
unique variety of colorful mber 24 to January 7. Highlights include:
Christmas Day, New Year and Epiphany, with their resp Romanian
customs, traditions, and believes, of artistic, literary, musical, and other
folklore events, which make the winter holidays
some of the most original and spectacular
spiritual manifestations of the Romanian
people.Children of all ages go from house to
house singing Christmas carols, or through the
streets on New Year’s Eve reciting congratulatory
verse. The whole traditional village participates
in waists, although mostly children practice this
custom.
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Easter
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Easter is the most important celebration of the Romanian people and it is preceded
by numerous preparations and rituals.

1st of March

Mărţişor is the symbol of spring and also a celebration on the first of March. Its
beginnings are still a mystery, but it is usually said that it originated in ancient
Rome, because New Year’s Eve was celebrated on the 1st of March (Martius), the
month of the war god Mars. He had a double role: both protector of agriculture
and of war, so the celebration signified the rebirth of nature. The duality of symbols
is kept in the colours of the Mărţişor: white and red, meaning peace and war (it might
also symbolize winter and spring).
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Superstitions
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Superstitions reveal a lot about a people, at the same time showing
their fears and hopes.
Here are a few Romanian superstitions:
- It is not good to whistle inside a house, because you will lose your
money;
- One should never hand over a wedding ring directly to some else
because that brings bad luck for the marriage. At first, one should put the
ring at the table so the other person can pick it up;
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- It is not good to give something to a person while standing on the
threshold;
- One must not put bread upside down. This will bring bad luck;
- If you travel you should not turn half way even when you forget
something. This will bring bad luck. In case you want to, you have
to look at yourself in the mirror and make a little grimace;
- Bouquets must have an odd number of flowers. Thus, never
give 4, 6, 8 flowers to a person. Explanation: bouquets
with even numbers are for funeral ceremonies or
cemeteries;
- One must avoid meeting a person who carries an empty
bucket, basket, or can. If you meet someone with a full
basket, that means good luck;
- It is not good to whistle inside a house, because you will lose your
money.

Churches
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Traditional Romanian music
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Folk music is the oldest form of Romanian
musical creation, characterised by great
vitality; it is the defining source of the
cultured musical creation, both religious and
lay. Conservation of Romanian folk music has
been aided by a large and enduring audience,
and by numerous performers who helped
propagate and further develop the folk sound.
One of them, Gheorghe Zamfir, is famous
throughout the world today, and helped popularize a traditional Romanian folk instrument, the panpipes.

Traditional Romanian dances
A rich variety of traditional
dances still exist in Romania due
to the continuation of the feudal
system until the mid 19th century
and subsequently the isolation
imposed by Ceauşescu, which
resulted in the continuance of
a peasant life style. Romania is
a unique European country as
its folklore still exists in
its natural environment,
but this is now fast
vanishing with the spread
of western culture and
modern technology.
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Traditional dishes
Romanian Christmas food generally use pork (except Advent food). Pork meat, animal’s organs, fat
and blood. Everything swine has inside is used. Some of them are used for Christmas holidays, others are
prepared to be eaten later, till in spring.
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4-5 potatoes, 1 carrot, 1 parsley root, 1 parsnip (optional), 1 large
celery root, a handful of green peas, 2 pickles, 1/2 lb/250 g poultry
breast or beef sirloin, 300g mayo,1 tablespoon, mustard, salt.
You get the best beef salad by boiling the vegetables with the meat
(soup). Cube the potatoes and all other vegetables. The same goes for
the meat and pickles. Place all in a bowl, add the peas and salt. In a
separate bowl, mix mayo and mustard. Add 3/4 of the mayo mixture
to the meat and vegetables and mix well. Arrange on a serving platter.
Smooth with a knife and then cover with the rest of the mayo mixture.
Garnish with a few olives, hard boiled egg white, or egg slices, pickled
red peppers, parsley, etc. Try to shape flowers, other designs.

1 large soured cabbage or one large cabbage and sour kraut*, 1 3/4
lb/750 g ground meat (mixture of pork and beef is recommended), 4
large onions, 2 tablespoons rice, 3 tablespoons lard, 5-6 tomatoes or 1
tablespoon tomato sauce, salt, pepper, 1 qt/1 l sour cream

Grind the meat with a raw onion. Place in a bowl and mix with rice,
pepper, salt and finely chopped onion slightly fried in two tablespoons
of lard. Mix everything well. Core the cabbage with a sharp thin knife.
Carefully remove the cabbage leaves, one by one, so that they do not
tear. Cut larger leaves in 2 or 3 and then place a little meat in each
cabbage piece and roll in. The smaller the rolls are, the tastier they
are. Place a layer of rolls in the pan (take a deep one), then cover with
a layer of chopped (julienned) cabbage, then a layer of thinly sliced
tomatoes. Do this layering until all the rolls are made. The last layer must be tomato slices or add tomato
sauce. Add a heaping tablespoon of lard, pour the borsh and let simmer on top of the range for 30 minutes.
Then place in the oven so that the liquid is reduced. Serve with sour cream.

1 qt. Water, 1-2 cups corn meal, 2 tsp. salt
Boil water and salt in a pot. When water is boiling, gradually add
corn meal while stirring the mixture with a whisk.Stop adding corn
meal when the mixture is considerably thick, though still liquid.
Continue to simmer for about 10-15 minutes, with caution since
the mixture bubbles up and splatters hot polenta around.Remove
from the heat and serve with your favorite dish.
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The word for Easter in Romania is Paste, with its other form
Pasti. The most commonly known and widespread Easter tradition in
Romania is painting eggs – you will find this wherever in Romania you
choose to spend Easter.
The traditional food for Easter is anything based on lamb
meat. Romanians also bake a cake with cheese, called “Pasca”. The
Romanian cake called “cozonac” is also baked for this holiday (and for
other holidays as well). A loaf of cozonac and a few red eggs are usually
the alms gift, a traditional give away which is believed to feed the souls
of those who have died.
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THE EUROPEAN FOREIGN LANGUAGE DAY
“Professor Nicolae Simache “School has
celebrated the cultural diversity that is found
within Ploiesti City ,through Foreign Language Day
Festivities. The event has successfully attracted the
attention of the students. The Foreign Language
Day promoted the different languages taught at
Nicolae Simache School: English and French.
The festivities consisted of students performing
dances, songs, poetry and drama in different
languages and embodying different cultures.
Through drama, the students joined the fun
and improved their English and French at the same
time. The children could learn through their own
actions , enjoyed and brought to life the target
language, drama became a strategy in the English/
French class. The first drama acted by the students
was “Hansel and Gretel”. Based on the real story,
the young “actors “
were not afraid to realize the sinister aspects
of the story. The children gave a local touch and
contributed to enhance glamour, excitement
and colour. This way , they captured the audience.
”Little Red Riding Hood “was a dramatized
story. The children used self-made masks, posters,
costumes, demonstrating that the drama class allows
for them, the development of communication and
creativity . The students were obviously motivated

and involved in all the activities.
The children also sang beautiful songs in
different languages. Singing is an easy and fun
method to learn and improve students’ foreign
languages skills.
All the students involved in the Comenius
Project answered the question:
“How important is it to learn a foreign
language?” Their answers were mature and they
justified the importance of foreign language study:
-to make longlife friends;
-to make travel more enjoyable;
-to be able to understand people from other
countries;
-to be able to study abroad;
-to interact with people in the country they
visit and with the people who visit our country;
-to have well-paid jobs in the future;
-to learn and understand different cultures;
-to communicate.
At the end of the activity, the students were
asked to remember that learning a new language
also means learning to understand other ways of
thinking and doing things. The European Foreign
Language Day was an opportunity for children to
come out both with their talents and with their
foreign language knowledge.
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What does tolerance mean for us?
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We carried out a survey. „Are you a tolerant?

And we prepared role plays.
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Project meeting - Turkey, Bolu
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Project meeting - Sardinia, Riola Sardo
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